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There are certainly plenty of examples of the dangers of not utilizing this opportunity 
for growth. Young rock stars, inheritors, and lottery winners often suffer from sudden 
wealth syndrome. Financial success that is achieved too soon or too suddenly can be 
debilitating. Just as a six year old child can be dangerous behind the wheel of a car, 

one who is emotionally and spiritually underdeveloped can be dangerous when given 
too much money. 

 

 

Dear Members, 

Volatility is back and commodities are flying higher like the whole world economy will 
continue to skyrocket. And yes interest rate factor is there and dollar weakness is 
supporting the bulls but most importantly planetary movement is playing a major role 
in current bull market of precious metals. 

There is no harm to stay long when planets are supporting metals, but precious metal 
stocks have been struggling and our advice has been proven very right to buy precious 
metal but not to buy these stocks. Many of our members have sent emails during last 
weekly showing their frustrations because metal stocks are not doing anything great 
when gold and silver are sitting at all time highs. This would have been a great 
opportunity for these stocks to skyrocket but unfortunately they are not performing.  

More money are getting into futures and option market as investors are taking more 
risk. Buying silver $20 is not as risky as buying silver at $46 but if the trend is up then 
it'd be better to take longer term bet with options at this stage as market can swing 
both side rapidly. 

Our astro indicators are very bullish for metals, yes this week will be testing time for 
metals. And I am not worried about the next week or the month of May because 
overall trend in metals will remain upbeat. 

Edition 15.0 
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Economists and those who read fundamentals are more worrying about oil as I have 
been reading comment that if oil approaches toward $140 then once again risk of 
economic slowdown will be significant. I understand fundamental and economy but I 
always like to go with astro wave and at this stage the wave is indicating a bull cycle in 
commodities, especially in metals. 

  

This week WEEKLY NEWSLETTER from 25-29 April 

  

GOLD/SILVER 

This week planets are indicating some weakness coming in metals but overall trend in 
metals shall remain bullish from the middle of this week so any sharp corrections 
should be taken as a buying opportunity.   

Monday gold and silver will start giving up gains during later part of the day and this 
weakness should remain until mid Wednesday. So any sharp corrections in these 
three days should be taken as a buying opportunity in metals because Thursday and 
Friday both these metals will move up sharply. 

Since last eleven weeks silver has been trading very positively as it gained handsomely 
against all commodities, currencies, indexes as well as gold. Silver has been proven the 
most profitable financial instrument in the last six months. This week's story will be 
different because gold will trade more positive than silver so build up more gold 
positions on any weakness. This week silver also trade positive but may not able to 
beat gold. 

Higher side silver can approach $47.38, and this will be a testing level for silver. It will 
be very difficult for silver to trade above $47.38 but if it dose and trade above these 
level for more than four hours then silver prices can reach $48.90. On lower side 
during this week silver may see $44.40. 

Gold will remain less volatile compared to silver and trading range will $1,517 and if it 
breaks $1,517 and trade more than three hours above $1,517 then expect $1,559. 

Important note – If gold and silver don’t trade negative from Monday to Wednesday 
then expect huge move in gold and silver prices until --------------- and prices can reach 
up to $59 to $63. Rise can be so rapid that all records of rising trend could be broken 
but we planets are telling us to predict weakness from Monday to Wednesday. 

Overall trend in gold and silver will remain very bullish for the intermediate term. 
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BASE METALS 

Last few weeks or even few months base metals performance has been very 
disappointing. Planets were clearly guiding that. This week also we don’t see any great 
trends in base metals so avoid trading base metals at this stage. 

Platinum, palladium and lead, nickel, aluminum and copper will trade weaker. Those 
who are selling on Monday or those who have taken hedging trades in these metals 
against precious metals in these metals can cover shorts on late Thursday or Friday 
because next week we will see some positive movements. 

  

STOCK MARKETS 

This week all major stock markets will remain sideways, but planets are advising us to 
trade with cautions in the month of June. At this stage our advice is to book profit on 
the higher side and stay long in 
selective areas. 

Uranium should be your longer 
term bet but medium and 
shorter term potash, rare earth 
metals and lithium mining 
should be in the buying list. 
Lithium Stock LEXG has moved 
up more than 18 times in the last 

one month.  

Silver short ETF has 
moved down from 
$164 to $14.75 during 
the past year. Those 
who were bullish on 
silver and shorted this 
ETF could have made a 
fortune. In the last two 
trading days this ETF 
has generated around 
unusual high 14 million 
shares in volume and 
this is giving alarm to 
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the raging silver bull market.  

I am putting here oil ETF DTO chart. When oil crashed from $145 to $32, this ETF 
moved from $20 to $253 in the span of five months. Sometimes you have to do your 
home work and take some risky bets with calculations on how much you want to lose. 
We don’t have to act like hypocrites  like some investors say that they don’t take risky 
trades but in fact the truth is that the day they enter financial markets they are already 
in a risky zone where everything and anything is possible. For example, I, a quite small 
investor, took 111 million ounces of silver call options in 2002 when silver was at 
$4.48. My bet was that by 2005 it would reach $9. I was early obviously. Had I have 
TAKEN TAKE BET OF 2010 OR 2011 then my name would have been in Forbs 100 list. 
Anyway I am trying to say that sometimes opportunities call you to take some risk and 
you have to bet a small amount there. 

We are all aware that gold and silver won’t rise continuously and they will stop at 
some point like oil did in 2008, or Euro did in 2008 or Nasdaq did in 2000 or Dow did in 
mid-01929. In financial markets any commodity or any financial instruments can’t run 
in one direction. There is always a hidden “black swan” waiting which always provide 
mind-blowing opportunity to make money. 

 

Also here is chart 
of silver ETF: 

 

Time will provide 
you 
opportunities. 
You can use ETFs 
as a hedging 
trade against 
your silver stock 
buying or future 
positions. 
Somewhere you 
have to cover 
your risk with 
something. 

Any way big 
investors like 
Paulson know 
how to bet in 
markets. He 
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betted against housing and generated mind-blowing returns. In financial market we 
have to look for opportunities and currently metals are in a rising trend. But I am sure 
few people like Paulson must be waiting patiently to bet like many people did on oil at 
$148. They know that this kind of trading opportunity never comes often. 

I will try to do my best to call the tops for metals and other commodities but at this 
stage only very small put options are advised. 

HUI and XAU are struggling and we won’t be surprised if they keep struggling in 
coming days but metals may keep making new highs.    

  

COFFEE/COTTON/ORANGE JUICE/COCOA 

Avoid all these soft commodities during this week. They may try to remain stable 
because this week we see grains prices remaining stable. Don't trades in soft 
commodities. Except coffee none of other soft commodities are our favorite for 2011. 
Cotton will fall in the second half of 2011 and may touch even $100 mark from current 
192. 

  

GRAINS 

This week we see some positive moments in grains prices especially in wheat but other 
grains will remain sideways so no new recommendations in grains during this week. 

Yes, rough rice is a great buy so accumulate positions in rice. Currently July contract is 
trading around $14.33 and our target is $17.00 in the next few weeks. 

Monday and Tuesday grains may gain but from Thursday onward they will give up all 
gains and may fall sharply. 

  

OIL 

This week oil will trade weaker so avoid any new positions in oil. Overall we don’t 
recommend any new positions in oil as we see weaker trend coming but at this stage 
the whole commodity area is hot so buy on falls. We don’t see oil trading above 
$117.80 so if oil reaches that price then take it as a selling opportunity. 

Monday oil will give up gains. Tuesday it will trade sideways but Wednesday onward it 
will start giving up gains and the weak trend will continue. We don’t see oil going 
below $106.80 as per current planetary movements. 

Natural gas will remain positive so keep acquiring gas positions on weakness on each 
day. Trading range will be $4.32 to $4.59. Soon gas will cross $5.00. 
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CURRENCIES 

Once again dollar index is start moving toward 2008 lows. As I mentioned above in 
stock market sections that nothing goes up and nothing goes down forever. At this 
stage dollar index is trading in a weaker trend, and this also becoming a blessing to 
commodities and stocks. But eventually this relationship will break. 

Currently we are just recommending dollar only to those who can hold for longer 
terms. Short term trades with less capital should avoid buying dollar or selling euro.  

First few days of this week are uncertain for commodities and a bit positive for dollar 
but still I don’t recommend that strong for dollar. Most positive time for dollar is 
coming after 7 May so we will wait until that but still I don’t see dollar going down 
much from current levels. 

Australian, Canadian and other emerging market currencies are trading very hot. They 
may give up some gains from Monday but they will again move up from late 
Wednesday or Thursday. Wait for a few weeks before you take longer term short 
positions in these currencies. 

Pound and Swiss Franc will remain stable and still hold gains during this week, same 
Monday to Wednesday they will trade weaker but again from Thursday they will move 
higher.   

Japanese Yen has already entered into a longer term bear market as it reached 1.2920 
after Tsunami. Sell yen if it reaches 123.80 and target 107.90 in the next four months. 
Yes Yen will provide you huge amount of profit in the coming time. 

  

Please don’t hesitate to ask if you have any questions regarding any trade. 

Please don’t forward newsletter to anyone. Tell them to subscribe on their own. 

 

Important note – Please load up silver on Wednesday if gold and silver remain 
slightly weak on Monday and Tuesday, if these metals doesn’t fall on Monday and 
Tuesday then they will go crazily up. Metals look great from Thursday. No shorts 
except on Monday and Tuesday for short term as we see sharp corrections in gold and 
silver, and start buying from late Wednesday as sharp upward trend will come. 

 

Thanks & God Bless 

Mahendra Sharma  


